Consulting clients

The Story of CompassPoint is the Story of Our Clients

Over 15 years, we have immersed ourselves in the world of nonprofits and have watched the social change efforts of our clients evolve with the times. Our work has been a springboard for continual, constructive change. As we celebrate our 12th anniversary, we are especially proud of the way in which CompassPoint has evolved, with a growing emphasis on working with communities. We have an increasing role in helping nonprofits navigate complex issues and establish vibrant partnerships with other stakeholders. We are privileged to play a critical, meaningful role in helping others achieve their missions.

We support the most competent leaders – A Profile of Amouraene Lee

In conversation with Amouraene Lee, Executive Director of the San Francisco International Program (SFIP), we discuss her passion for serving the arts and education communities. SFIP, a CompassPoint client, is an arts and education afterschool program for youth in Oakland and San Francisco.

Amouraene has always had a strong interest in issues around diversity and representation. That interest grew out of her own experience in education, which she says was often a struggle with isolation, having to hold everything together. SFIP, a CompassPoint client, is an arts and education afterschool program for youth in Oakland and San Francisco.
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